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About This Content

Expand your MudRunner experience with the Old-timers DLC!

Drive 2 new vintage General Motors trucks and explore the brand new Rocky Hills map designed to challeng 5d3b920ae0
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OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10 (32/64bits)

Processor: Intel® Pentium Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalent

Memory
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No Garage, no Log Kiosks and pointless new trucks. I have completed the level once and now theres no reason to play it again
because its pointless me selecting trucks i cant use.. Way to much time playing this game :). Lame ASF DLC. Lame ASF DLC.
Way to much time playing this game :). Very Good Game. I played thru the DLC map using only the 2 new trucks and although
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I appreciate any additional content I don't really think this was executed very well. On the bright side the Chevy Napco is a
fairly capable scout and despite the GMC being tagged as on-road only I didn't find it getting stuck all that much more than the
Napco when taken off-road. Unfortunately the map itself is really devoid of anything interesting both from a landmark
prospective as well as the terrain features. The new map certainly doesnu2019t do anything to highlight the capabilities of the
GMC if you actually heed the warning of on-road use only as you would likely just drive right past it when you find it in the
wilderness. Overall it feels like the devs just phoned this one in; feeling more like a style test for something in Mudrunner 2..
Very Good Game. It would be a lot cooler if you added a few more maps and a 6x6 old time american. I played thru the DLC
map using only the 2 new trucks and although I appreciate any additional content I don't really think this was executed very well.
On the bright side the Chevy Napco is a fairly capable scout and despite the GMC being tagged as on-road only I didn't find it
getting stuck all that much more than the Napco when taken off-road. Unfortunately the map itself is really devoid of anything
interesting both from a landmark prospective as well as the terrain features. The new map certainly doesnu2019t do anything to
highlight the capabilities of the GMC if you actually heed the warning of on-road use only as you would likely just drive right
past it when you find it in the wilderness. Overall it feels like the devs just phoned this one in; feeling more like a style test for
something in Mudrunner 2.
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